The article examines approaches to planning production costs and ways to reduce them. The main methods of cost calculation are considered. One of the main issues covered in this article is the choice of an appropriate method of calculating the cost price at the enterprise. Every business entity is faced with the issue of cost reduction, as it makes up more than 70% of the price of sold goods, works, and services. Since the final result depends on the choice of the method of calculating the cost of the production facility, therefore, this article considers the methods of calculation by each specified method. Each of the above methods has an appropriate number of advantages and disadvantages, taking into account the production features of each business entity. Another aspect that should be paid attention to is that the methods given in the article may be technologically appropriate for a certain production, but from an economic perspective have certain limitations.
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**Formulation of the problem**

Modern economic realities testify to the need to identify and eliminate deficiencies in the activities of enterprises, search for and involve in production reserves that are not used or not fully used. The efficiency of the enterprise and obtaining the maximum result depends on this. Those who receive the highest economic result from it have the strongest «immunity»; the same enterprises that work inefficiently, are unsustainable and cannot withstand tough competition. In the system of indicators characterizing the efficiency of production, one of the leading places belongs to the cost of production. It, as a synthetic indicator, reflects all aspects of the enterprise’s production and financial and economic activities: the level of use of material, labor and financial resources, the quality of work of individual employees and management as a whole.

Determining the cost of production is one of the main accounting tasks. The basis for solving a significant number of management tasks is precisely the estimation of the cost price. Information on the formation of the cost price should be used to determine its impact on the efficiency of the enterprise, and production costs are the basis for setting the selling price, and information on the cost price is the basis for forecasting and production management.

**Analysis of latest research and publications**

A significant number of works by foreign and Ukrainian scientists testify to the significant interest of scientists in the issues of theoretical substantiation of the cost of production and methods of its planning.
Among the foreign scientists researching the problems of cost accounting and cost planning, Drury K., Upchurch A., Scone T., Foster J., Horngren C. and others should be singled out. Scientists considered the cost of production from the point of view of management accounting. Ukrainian scientists made a significant contribution to the development of the theoretical and practical principles of the process of planning the cost of production. Among them, we can highlight such as: Cherep A., Butynets F., Vasyuk G., Ivpanyuta P., Orlova O., Sopko V., Tsalko T. and others.

**Formulation of the purposes of the article**

The purpose of the work is to study the concept of cost of production as an indicator of the effective operation of the enterprise, planning of cost of production; consider the importance and ways of reducing the cost of production; determination of ways to reduce the cost of production.

**Outline of the main material of the research**

The study of theoretical and practical aspects of determining the cost of production allows us to understand that the cost reflects in monetary form the individual costs of the enterprise for the production and sale of a unit or a certain volume of products in the conditions of the established economic environment.

In the amount of the cost price, the costs of production resources involved in the production of products in the specifically defined conditions of operation of a specific enterprise are reimbursed at current market prices. At domestic enterprises, it is customary to distinguish the following types of cost of production: production, industry, commercial, workshop and technological cost of the product, as well as finished products and other types thereof.

This type of classification distinguishes types of costs not only by their structure and composition, but also by certain methods of planning both individual costs and the general cost level[1].

Quantification of costs for the production of certain types of work and products is generally called costing or costing. Three costing methods are used to plan the cost of the company’s products:

- normative – on the basis of currently active progressive standards and norms of spending of economic resources per unit of production and other market indicators;
- planned – on the basis of planned indicators of direct costs and comprehensive cost estimates developed for a certain period (year, quarter, month);
- reporting – on the basis of actual (accounting) production costs in the reporting period.

Planned costings, as a rule, are formed for all types of products provided for in the annual production and sales plan of the enterprise. Given the wide assortment and nomenclature of manufactured goods, planned cost calculations can be carried out on the basis of division into so-called parts representing homogeneous groups of products or works. Let’s consider in more detail the normative method of calculating costs for the production of goods and services in the conditions of market relations[2].

In modern conditions, the structure of planned production costing includes the following typical cost items: raw materials and materials; returnable waste (excluded); purchased component products, semi-finished products and services of cooperative enterprises; fuel and energy for technological purposes; total material costs; basic salary of production workers; additional wages of production workers; deduction for social insurance; costs for preparation and mastering the production of new products; manufacture of tools and devices for the purpose; equipment maintenance and operation costs; shop expenses; losses due to failure; other production costs; workshop cost price; general economic expenses; production cost; non-production costs; commercial cost.

The development of planned cost estimates for individual types of products involves the use of progressive cost standards for such production resources as raw materials and materials, fuel and energy for technological purposes, labor costs and tariff rates, etc. In particular, the standards of indirect general workshop or general production, general factory or general economic, non-production or commercial and other costs are also necessary, for example, for the maintenance of technological equipment, payment of administrative and management personnel.

The full (planned) cost of a product unit is determined by the sum of direct and indirect costs according to formula 1:

\[
C_1 = M + 3_1 \left(1 + \frac{K_1 + K_2}{100}\right) + 3_2 \frac{\alpha}{100} \left(3_3 + 3_4\right) \frac{\beta}{100} \left(1 + \frac{K_3}{100}\right),
\]

where \(C_1\) and \(M\) – unit cost of production, hryvnias. / pcs.;
\(3_1\) – direct costs for materials and components, hryvnias;
\(3_2\) – basic salary, hryvnias;
\(3_3\) – general indirect production costs for equipment maintenance and workshop costs, %;
\(3_4\) – general factory (general economic) costs, %;
\(K_1\) – general indirect production costs for equipment maintenance and workshop costs, %;
\(K_2\) – general factory (general economic) costs, %;
\(\alpha\) – percentage of additional payment and bonuses to workers;
\(\beta\) – percentage of deductions for social insurance;
\(K_3\) – non-production costs, %.

On the basis of the planned costings of individual products, a cost plan for the manufactured products is developed. In general, the cost price of the enterprise’s finished products can be determined by formula 2:

\[
C_n = \sum C_i N_i,
\]

where \(N_i\) – annual volume of production; \(n\) – the number of species (nomenclature) produced[3].

In the process of developing a production cost plan, it is advisable to first identify reserves for reducing production costs due to technical, organizational and other factors. Planning to reduce the cost of production can be carried out with the help of refined and consolidated methods of calculation. Refined calculations are based on a comparison of indicators of the planned and basic unit cost of production. In this case, the total annual savings can be calculated as the difference between the reported and new planned cost values for the entire product range according to formula 3:
The total amount of direct material and labor costs forms the main cost. Direct labor costs, along with manufacturing overhead costs, are called conversion costs or conversion costs. This term reflects in foreign economic science the fact that the accounting of these costs allows transferring the cost of raw materials and materials to finished products. At the same time, it should be borne in mind that in the process of production activity, a significant number of types of costs overlap within their economic categories.

The main method of determining various types of costs for the production of products in foreign parks is normative. Regulatory costs in leading American companies are the yardstick against which actual costs of economic resources are compared. Therefore, all regulatory costs reflect the optimal methods and conditions of work, and are also the basis for planning production costs per unit of production. In general, production costs represent the sum of standard costs of materials, labor and overhead costs. Regulatory costs can be calculated using formula 4:

\[ I = MB + TB + HB, \]

where \( I \) – standard production costs per unit of production; \( MB \) – regulatory material costs; \( TB \) – regulatory labor costs; \( HB \) – regulatory overhead costs.

Standard overhead costs are determined as a percentage of standard direct labor costs. Normative labor costs are used to plan labor costs, the value of which is calculated according to formula 5:

\[ PC = T3 \cdot U_r, \]

where \( PC \) – planned labor costs; \( U_r \) – hourly wage rates (without bonuses).

As a rule, in the planning of the cost price of the company’s products, there is a need to determine the total and specific costs. In this regard, it is customary to divide all costs into fixed and variable. The full cost includes the total costs for the production of the total volume of products, the specific cost – for the production of a unit of goods and services. Specific cost is the average value of costs, which is determined by the ratio of total costs to the number of common units of production that make up the annual production plan [7]. Analytically, the relationship between total and specific cost and their components – constant and variable costs is expressed by formulas 6–7:

1) full cost price:

\[ C_{\text{tot}} = S + V \cdot N_r; \]  

2) unit cost:

\[ C_{vo} = \frac{S}{N_r} + V, \]

where \( S \) – fixed costs; \( V \) – variable costs; \( N_r \) – annual output volume.

As can be seen from formulas (6) and (7), the total cost is the sum of fixed and variable costs for annual output, the specific cost is the sum of fixed and variable costs per unit of production [8]. It is important to keep in mind that the unit cost (7) decreases with an increase in the volume of production, since the amount of fixed costs that remain unchanged under the condition of performing a usual series of economic operations is detailed and distributed over a significant number of units of manufactured products.

Conclusion

The article theoretically summarizes and proposes measures to solve an important scientific problem related to modern approaches to planning the cost of industrial
products. The research results made it possible to draw the following conclusions:

1. The essence of the production cost as an economic category is clarified. In the conditions of the transition to a market economy, the cost of production is the most important indicator of the production and economic activity of enterprises. The calculation of this indicator is necessary for evaluating the implementation of the plan for this indicator and its dynamics; determination of the profitability of production and certain types of products; implementation of intra-production budgeting; identification of reserves for reducing the cost of production; determination of product prices; calculation of national income on a country scale; calculating the economic efficiency of the introduction of new equipment, technology, organizational and technical measures; substantiation of the decision to produce new types of products and to withdraw obsolete ones from production.

2. Total costs and cost of production are characterized. The cost of production is interrelated with indicators of production efficiency. It reflects most of the cost of products and depends on changes in production conditions. Technical and economic factors of production have a significant impact on the level of costs. This influence will be manifested depending on changes in equipment, technology, organization of production, in the structure and quality of products, the amount of costs and its production. The correctness and timeliness of determining the actual cost of products produced by the enterprise directly depends on the timeliness and effectiveness of management decisions, the correctness of determining priorities for the further development of production. The financial condition of the enterprise may depend on how correctly the cost of production (works, services) is formed and the gross and taxable profit is determined.
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